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Abstract 
In the 19th century Utagba-Uno had a well organised political organisation called 

gerontocracy that allows the eldest person in the community to lead to others. 

Okapala institution was the highest and most honoured political position in the 

community.  The entity had nine Okpala-Uku because of the Federal system of 

administration that the seven quarters practised.  The nature of the political system 

practiced was in line with the culture of the people. The Paper adopts descriptive, 

historical and analytical methods of research. Moreover, primary and secondary 

sources were utilised. The Paper notes that the gerontocracy that the people 

practised in 19th century is still existing as the recognised system of government 

presently. On the social aspect, activities like   greeting, festivals like Ikenga and 

Ukwata, were celebrated. Such festivals and value system contributed in uniting 

the entity socially, economically and politically.  The work discovers that the 

Utagba-Uno community as of the time in question was dynamic and efficient 

politically, socially and otherwise. The paper concludes that Utagba-Uno 

community should modify some of the negative aspects of the institution that does 

not contribute to the political and social development of the community.  
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Introduction  

The 19th century Utagba-Uno witnessed result oriented political and social activities that 

contributed to the development of the people during the time in question. Utagba-Uno 

political activities in the 19th century saw different political organisations that incorporated 

people from all classes ranging from the youth to the eldest.  

 

Utagba-Uno till date remains the largest clan in Ndokwa West Local Government Area 

and the largest of all the clans in all the Local Government Area in the deformed Aboh 

Division. (C.I,Egwuenu, 1998),1). The clan is made up of the following seven quarters, 

namely by alphabetical order: Etua, Ikilibi, Isumpe, Umusadege, Umusam, Umusedeli and 

Umuseti. Each of these quarters has a daughter settlement called Ogo or Iku outside 

Utagba-Uno. Some of these daughter settlement are Etua Ogo, Ogo-Ikilibi, Abam Ukabi, 
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Akpu-Afo, Ndemili, Umuseti-Olieogo, Ulogwe Isumpe, Iku Umusam and Akakpani 

(Ikechukwu Izuegbu, 2003, 1). 

 

The major means of communication in Utagba-Uno at the period in question was on foot 

or the use of canoe particularly the people of Etua and Ikilibi, because of the Adofi River. 

There were footpaths and other bush roads which the people constructed to other villages. 

More so, the people has a particular Adofi River road link which they constructed that link 

to other village settlement and farm land. More so, there was the town crier that goes round 

the town by producing alarm with a flute to disperse message to the people from the eldest 

man in the village (Okpala-Uku) (S.E Onah, 1980).   

 

Utagba-Uno economy was based primarily on agriculture and trade.  The people are 

mainly subsistence farmers and local traders. Their farm products were maize, yam, garri 

and plantain etc. There were produced mainly for family consumption, while   excess is 

brought to market on every “Eke day”.  Furthermore, in Utagba-Uno during the period of 

review there were no kings but chiefs. Respect is bestowed on the oldest man in the various 

communities and the chiefs. The eminence of a man to obtain chieftaincy titles depended 

on his wealth usually measured in large barns and money (S.E Onah, 1980).  One major 

belief of the Utagba-Uno is the reality of God who is close enough to assist in times of 

distress and to share with them in festivals. At the same time, he could also punish a person 

who is doing evil. He is the final arbiter in interpersonal as well as inter-group relations, 

consequently, the life of a typical Utagba-Uno is built around and influenced by the 

concept of God (Ikechukwu, Political History… 22.). The supreme God, of Utagba-Uno 

people, is “Chi-Ukwu” the great God who is believed to be the author of heaven and who 

make everything grows. The summary of the religious beliefs is – belief in Chukwu,  the 

supreme being, belief in other minor deities (gods), belief in other spirits, belief in 

reincarnation, belief in immortality, belief in reward and punishment for good or evil done 

on earth (karma) (Chidi Issac E, 1998, 159-160). 

 

Utagba-Uno in the period in question witnessed different wars from various communities.  

Ossaiete Daniel notes vividly that Utagba-Uno fought a war with Nsukwa as a result of a 

land dispute (Ossaiete Daniel 2008). Notwithstanding, they also fought a war with Ashaka, 

with regards to that,  Peter Odaiche opined that the Ashaka war resulted as a result of the 

killing of one Utagba-Uno person who went to Ashaka (Peter Odaiche,2008).  There was 

also the war between Abbi and Utagba-Uno in the 19th century. More so, they was a war 

that resulted as a result of Ikenga festival. One of the notable crises was between Etua and 

Isumpe during Ikenga festival (Odaiche Peter, 2009). 
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Definition of Terms 

These session will be open for analysis of related terms regarding the subject of discussion. 

However, some of the terms to discuss have a nexus with the paper.   

 

Gerontocracy:  It is a form of oligarchical rule in which a community or tribe is rule by the 

most elderly person in that particular entity. Utagba-Uno community in the 19th century 

even at present is still practicing gerontocracy. In a simplified definition, gerontocracy is a 

society where leadership is reserved for elders. (Maddox, G. L. 1987)) The idea of the 

elderly holding power exists in many cultures, the gerontocracy has its western roots 

in ancient Greece. Plato famously stated that "it is for the elderly man to rule and for the 

younger to submit". (Bytheway, B. 1995, 45). One example of the ancient Greek 

gerontocracy can be seen in city state of Sparta, which was ruled by a Gerousia, a council 

made up of members who were at least 60 years old and who served for life (Palmore, E. 

B., 1999). 

 

Institution: Utagba-Uno in the 19th century has numerous institution   that were fully 

involved in many social and political activities. The word institution was define by many 

scholars. Wolfgang Streeck and Kathleen Thelen, define institution in general sense as 

"building blocks of social order: they represent socially sanctioned, that is, collectively 

enforced expectations with respect to the behaviour of specific categories of actors or to 

the performance of certain activities. Typically they involve mutually related rights and 

obligations for actors." (Streeck, Wolfgang; Thelen, Kathleen Ann, 2005), 9–11). Sociologists 

and anthropologists have expansive definitions of institutions that include informal 

institutions. Political scientists have sometimes defined institutions in more formal ways 

where third parties must reliably and predictably enforce the rules governing the 

transactions of first and second parties (Streeck, Wolfgang; Thelen, Kathleen Ann 2005, 9–

11) 

 

Rational Choice Institutionalist definition of institutions is provided by Jack Knight who 

defines institutions as entailing "a set of rules that structure social interactions in particular 

ways" and that "knowledge of these rules must be shared by the members of the relevant 

community or society."(Knight Jack (1992, 1–3) 

 

Douglass North defines institutions as "rules of the game in a society" (Faundez, Julio 2016, 

373–419) and "humanly devised constraints that structure political, economic and social 

interactions." (North, Douglass C, 1991, 97–112)  Randall Calvert defines institution as "an 

equilibrium of behaviour in an underlying game (Calvert, Randall, 1995, 58–60). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oligarchy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Western_world
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Greece
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plato
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/City_state
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sparta
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerousia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wolfgang_Streeck
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kathleen_Thelen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rational_choice_institutionalism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jack_Knight_(political_scientist)
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Utagba-Uno in the 19th century has various institutions ranging from Inotu, Umu-Ada and 

Age Grade institutions. Some of these institutions were involved in punishment of 

offenders and other culprit.  

 

Politics: Utagaba-Uno in the 19th century has many political organisations that piloted the 

activities of the entity. Politics is a Greek word, which means “affairs of the cities”. Politics 

is the process of making decisions that apply to members of a group. It refers to achieving 

and exercising positions of governance - organised control over a human community, 

particularly a state. Furthermore, politics is the study or practice of the distribution of 

power and resources within a given community. It is also a way of passing out ideas and 

policies of groups or individual. Politics is exercised on a wide range of social levels, from 

clans and tribes of traditional societies, through modern local governments, companies 

and institutions up to sovereign states, to the international level. It is often said that politics 

is about power (Painter Joe and Jeffrey Alex. 2018). 

 

Socio-Political   Organisations 

Utagba-Uno in the 19th century practised gerontocracy, government based on age grade. 

Each of the seven quarters was under the leadership of Okpala Uku and the Onotu-Uku 

(The Prime Minister). In Utagba-Uno there were no Kings, respect was bestowed on the 

oldest man in the in communities and the Onotu-Uku. The eminence and popularity of a 

man depends on his wealth which is measured in large barns and landed properties. The 

administration of    Utagba-Uno was based on the age-group setting. Utagba-Uno is not a 

unitary community but a federation of seven quarters; namely Etua, Ikilibi, Isumpe, 

Umusadege, Umusedeli, Umusam and Umuseti. Being a federated community each of the 

seven quarters has its own Okpala-Uku. Isumpe quarters have three Ikpala because of its 

historical background of settlement of three families namely, Umu-Awameka, Ogbe-

Nsukwa and Ogbe-isuani or Umu-Isulumani. The Spirit of the lineage ancestors which is 

called Ndiche is held by each Okpala-Ogbu Ewu or Okpala. So in the seven quarters of 

Utagba-Uno, nine Ikpala were holding nine family Ndiches (C.I.Egwuenu, 1998, 138-139). 

These are some of the political organisations that existed during the period of review.  

 

Okpala-Uku   Institution 

This institution is as old as Utagba-Uno. Okpala-Uku institution is headed by Okpala, the 

oldest male of a lineage. It is a royal institution. He was the chairman of the Okpala-Uku 

in council and assisted by the clan spokesman Ugo, appointed by him and also the Onotu-

Uku (C.I Egwuenu…138) The Okpla-Uku is the custodian of the Ndiche (emblems). The 

institution ceremony of the Okpala-Uku is called Ichi-Nmor (Keeper of gods). This 

ceremony is so vast, that   any man that wants to take over the emblem will provide a feast 
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for the village before assuming the office of Okpala-Uku.  The Okpala-Uku and the council 

of elders represent the 'Ndiche' the god of the village ancestors. This council of elders 

initiates laws but, these laws were assented to by the Okpala-Uku as the leader (Ukpabi, 

p. et al, 2008,8). 

 

  In the 19th century, even now Utagba-Uno quarters had nine (9) Ikpala. Ikpala is the 

plural of Okpala. Six in the six quarters and three in Isumpe quarters. The six other quarters 

were each a social-political extended family and have one Okpala for each quarter because 

of historical settlement of Isumpe in a composite quarter of three extended families of 

Awameka, Ogbe Nsukwa and Isulamani families (C.I Egwuenu…138).  In Etua quarters, 

the Okpala-Uku served the river Adofi, if Obi the priest is not on the throne. If he assumes 

the position as an Adofi priest, he stayed in a place called Eze Obodo (better place) with 

his family (Omede Omenergo,  2008). 

 

Onotu-Uku Institution 

This institution came into being as a result of the inability of the Okpala-Uku to effectively 

perform their activities due to their age. In the pre-colonial era, it was Okpala-Uku 

institution that the community recognised. During the colonial era, the activities and the 

position were noticeable. The Onotu-Uku as well as prominent chiefs undertake major 

policy decisions and implementation. However, power was vested in the Inotus who 

played important roles in the village administration. There were men of great influence. 

They made important laws and punished offenders of the law. They settled village cases 

and also discussed the affairs of the village. Family and clan disputes were also settled by 

the Onotu-Uku (Ododo, V, 2003, 21-22). 

 

The Onotu-Uku was the head of the Inotu title holders, he worked hand-in-hand with the 

Okpala-Uku as an individual and also with the Okpala-Uku-in-council. He was also very 

close to the Ada, and other women organisations. Thus, just as in other Ndokwa 

gerontocracies, the Onotu-Uku function as the major political assistance to the Okpala-Uku 

what in modern-day structures is called Prime Minister (Ikechukwu Izuegbu, 2003, 50).  

The Onotu- Uku run the day-to-day activities of the Council. They are like the Prime 

Minister, while Okpala-Uku serves as Head of State of the entire community.   

 

Umu Ada Institution  

This institution was under the leadership of Ada, the oldest woman in the clan.  Utagba-

Uno comprised seven major quarters including two other sub-groups of Isumpe. Umu-

Ada institution is as old as the Okpala-Uku institution. It comprised all the married or 

elderly women in the quarter. They dealt with adulterous wives in ways that deterred one 
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with any sense of shame from such practices. Thus in pre-colonial Utagba-Uno, the average 

housewife knew that she was not only required by custom to respect, obey and cooperate 

with her husband, she was also, accountable to the Umu-Ada (Ajieh Ogwezi, 2008).  

 

 Ajieh Ogwezi one of my respondents, notes that when a woman is accused of adultery 

when she would appear before the Umu-Ada, a piece of cola-nut would be divided into 

four parts. The four pieces would be thrown into the air, if the four pieces face upwards, it 

signified that the woman in question was innocent, but if the four pieces faced downwards 

it signified that the woman was guilty of the offences (Ajieh Ogwezi, 2008).   The Ada was 

seen as a mother to all. They also ensured that women remained faithful to their husbands. 

At the repentance of an unfaithful wife, Ada played the role of cleansing her home and 

restoration of her marriage purity. 

 

System   of   Succession 

Utagba-Uno quarters as noted earlier practised gerontocracy. At the death of Okpala-Uku, 

his assistant which is called Odua would succeed him. The same thing applies to Ada. In 

the case of Onotu-Uku, Okpala-Uku appoints and performs the swearing-in ceremony. 

The installation ceremony of the Okpala-Uku is called Ichi-Nmor (keeping of gods). This 

ceremony was elaborate in the sense that the man who was about to take over the emblem 

will provide a feast for the community. It was only when this was done that he assumed 

the office of Okpala-Uku. (C.I.Egwuenu…140). 

 

Among the Onicha group in Isumpe, on the installation, the entire family members and 

the Ada of the family assemble at the Obi Ogwa where the Okpala was installed and given 

the Ndiche which was his authority. Installation of Okpala by Umusam, UmUsadege, 

Umusedeli and Umu-Nsukwa family of Isumpe took the same procedure 

(C.I.Egwuenu…140).  In Etua and Ikilibi, the installation ceremony is almost the same 

because both have Adofi River and the same descent according to tradition. In the 19th 

century, if the Obi was on the throne, he played a vital role in the installation. It was the 

Obi that does the ordination by pouring grounded native chalk on the head of the Okpala-

Uku (Ada Etua, 2008). As earlier noted, the Okpala-Uku usually appoints the Onotu-Uku, 

but in the case of the installation of Ada, the oldest woman in that community would be 

the next that would succeed the deceased Ada. 

 

The Economy of Utagba-Uno in the 19th Century  

The economy of Utagba-Uno in the 19th century was majorly centred on farming. The 

settlement of Utagaba-Uno is located in the rainforest, with high temperature and high 

relative humidity. Based on these characteristics, there exist varieties of evergreen trees 
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grown to various height that yield tropical hardwood like mahogany, ebony, Iroko, 

Obeche etc. which are of great economic importance.( J.A,Ogbedo, 1954, 6) 

 

Men used to have large farms, their wives are duty-bound to plant farm products such as 

cassava, melon, okra, beans and maize. The men were responsible for clearing of farmland, 

planting of yams and maize. A man that had a large barn was considered of high repute. 

During the nineteenth-century, rubber plantation was very scanty. Oil palm was the 

notable cash crop that was common. In the 19th century, Ukwuani was under the 

hegemony of Aboh and so it directed their palm oil trade to her. The palm oil trade 

resumed as soon as the slave trade was abolished. In 1841, the famous Niger expedition 

stopped at Aboh, on August 28th, it succeeded in getting Obi Ossai to sign an antislavery 

treaty (E.O Okolugbo, 1972, 4.). 

 

Ossaite Daniel one of my respondents; notes that Utagba-Uno in the 19th century did not 

depend on cassava for consumption. The only crops they relied on mostly were yam, beans 

and corn etc. Cassava farm became prevalent in the late 19th century (Ossaiet Daniel, 2008). 

Utagba-Uno merchants during this period were actively involved in trading activities. 

According to Gold Ossai trading route were Agbor – Benin, Utagba-Uno to Onitsha. A 

bicycle was mainly the only means of transportation. (Gold Ossai, 2008). 

 

Trading in this period was by barter, the commodities of trade were yam, maize cassava, 

palm oil etc. During this period Utagba-Uno market was situated at Umusadege, some 

part of Umusam and Isumpe. This is known as Eke in which their commodities were sold. 

This market still survives to this day but at present, it is situated at Umusadeli and some 

part of Umuseti (Ogbedo J. A, 2009). 

 

Hunting and Fishing Activities 

Fishing and hunting in Utagba-Uno were very important as it concerns Utagaba-Uno 

economy in the period. Utagba-Uno is known to have and still live in Aniocha, Esan, 

Yorubaland etc. as farmers. Utagba-Uno cannot be said to be a fishing and hunting people. 

Though both activities played a vital role in the life of the people. According to Peter 

Egwor, the majority of Utagba-Uno people in the 19th century depended on fishing and 

hunting, for the supply of meats and fishes (Peter Egwor, 2008) 

 

As a result, more exists even what we called Osue (brave men). A group of young men 

whose hunting expedition took place usually in the night. Weapons used for this hunting 

exercise include locally made shotgun, cutlass, bow and arrow called Uta and sharp-edged 
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long sticks. Fishing activities were also carried in river Adofi and Igigo swamp. 

(Chukwuemeka G.S, 2014). 

 

Blacksmithing 

Iron casting was carried out by blacksmiths. Umuseti, Awameka Isumpe, Umusam, 

Umusadege, Umu-Ogbuzor of Etua and Umusedeli were specialist in iron casting. 

According to tradition Etua and Ikilibi were not allowed to cast iron directly, because of 

their sole responsibility of worshipping Adofi god, believed to live in the Adofi River. 

Daniel Ossaiete also opined that, Adofi was … for the casting of iron for Etua people and 

Ikilibi clan (Ossaiet Daniel, 2008). During brushing, iron bar would be sent to the centre of 

Adofi River (okpoyoku), before the daybreak or within a week, the finished products like 

cutlass, hoe and other domestic implements, like knives, spoons and arrows, would be 

available. (Gold Ossai, 2008). Iron casting in this era was very vital because it 

revolutionised agricultural work (Ossaiet Daniel, 2008). The products were mainly farming 

implements such as cutlass, hoe and other domestic implements such as knives, spoons 

and local sword. These implements were usually for internal consumption unless when it 

was specially requested for by neighbouring villages. 

 

Palm   Wine   Tapping 

Palm wine tapping was a very vital source of income to the people of Utagba-Uno in the 

19th century. Almost all the clans in Utagba-Uno were, directly and indirectly, involved in 

palm wine tapping. It was mainly the occupation of men. During this period under review, 

there were no Coca-Cola drinks in Utagba-Uno (Gold Ossai, 2008). The only recognised 

and valued drink was palm wine. Palm wine tapping was done on a part-time basis. Most 

of these tappers sell their palm wine in gallons. 

 

Wood Carving 

In the 19th century, wood carving was very vital in Utagba-Uno land. The majority of the 

house utensils were made out of wood. Peter Odiache opined that “all the clans in Utagba-

Uno were involved in woodcarving”. From wood carving, such item as mortar, kitchen 

utensils, wooden doors, wooden table, wooden frame and wooden chairs were made. 

Umusam people were specialist in wood carving. The rest of the clans were into 

woodcarving on fulltime basis (Peter Odaiche, 2008).  

 

Conclusion  

From the foregoing analysis   Utagba-Uno sociopolitical organisations and economic 

activities contributed immensely to the development of the entity. Socially, Utagaba-Uno 

could be regarded as a festive community both in the 19th century and at present. Different 
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types of age-grade association that existed in 19th century like Otu Aya, Otu Onuogbe, Otu-

Olile, Otu-Nta, Otu-Uku, Otu-Mpu and Otu-Uwai contributed politically in the 

administration of the communities. The social values in the 19th century such as greeting, 

kola nuts, Inotu title, Ogbu-Iji title, respect for age contributed immensely in the social 

development of the entire community in the period in question.  It was identified in the 

paper that Utagba-Uno in the time in question   practised gerontocracy. The oldest male in 

each clan was regarded as their leader. The Okpala-Uku was the highest administrative 

ladder and he also served as the Okpala-Uku-in-Council.  Utagba-Uno clan was dynamic 

in many dimensions   in the period under review.  Economic and agricultural activities 

aided many families, the social-political organisations, festivals and the unique culture of 

the community contributed to the promotion of peace and unity in the 19th century.  
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